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Next Meeting:

President’s Column - Bill Fowle

Wednsday, October 22nd, 2014 - 6:30 PM
Sapperton Pensioners’ Hall

Welcome to all our new Guild members! After only one meeting a
number of new turners have joined us, some even attended the Tom Wirsing
demo and a Turning 101 session. Now that’s one way to learn and benefit
from Guild membership.

318 Keary St., New Westminster
October’s Food Suppliers:
Ken Kimberley, Al Koehn, Ron Kredba, Olaf
Lepper, Art Liestman & Kent Lindsey

October’s Greeter’s:
Murray Stewart, Larry Stevenson, John
Spitters, Brad Sieber, Dennis Schmidt & Ray
Schifferns

•

Tech Talk — Bruce Campbell will host a forum
for your technical questions.

•

Focus on form and finish — Larry Steveson will
moderate a critique of your pieces.

•

New members forum — How to get the most
out of being a member of the GVWG.

•

FoF - Gerry Vickers will discuss preparing and
mounting a blank

Table of contents:

Speaking of Tom Wirsing, I hear it was an excellent demo and class.
Everyone enjoyed it and learned a lot. Plus he is a great guy. I am looking
forward to reading the article about him in this newsletter to see what I
missed. Did you know, he was on holiday? Talk about a working vacation. I
hope he enjoyed himself here on the wet coast as much as we enjoyed having
him. Thanks Tom.
David Sweet tells me that ‘Ice Cream’ is about ready for the formal
unveiling at Canuck Place in Abbotsford. Dan Breck has generously made a
plinth and Larry has cleaned it up so it looks (almost) brand new. Canuck Place
is opening shortly and hoping to have it installed before they do. David is
working towards Nov 1st as the ‘Grand opening’. Stay tuned for more info.
Has anyone thought more about a theme for this year’s Chapter
Collaborative Challenge and/or chatted with John Spitters about his idea
‘Fishing’? Let’s not leave this to the last minute. That way EVERYONE can
participate.
As featured on the cover of ‘American Woodturner’ our next
demonstrator Derek Weidman will be showing us how he makes his mind
‘boggling’ faces that look imposable to turn on a lathe. His creative eye,
innovative turning techniques and artistic abilities will be amazing to see in
action. Pencil in, no ink in, Jan 3rd and 4th 2015 for his demo and class.
Who has started turning something for the show ‘Not Just Round’ at
the Port Moody Arts Centre? Remember this juried show is open to everyone
in our guild, and I encourage everyone to submit a piece. What a wonderful
opportunity this is for us to show and sell (if we wish) some of our pieces.
Remember we have to have our pieces ready for end of November. All you
need is a good quality photo of the piece (maybe one that Denis takes at the
meeting) to be eligible. Don’t miss this great opportunity.
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Sanding Made Easy (or at least easier…) - Claudia Hayward

Sandpaper or abrasive comes in many forms, but basically is grit glued to a backing. Grit size and backing materials vary but
have certain characteristics in common. Grit sizing is done to one of three standards – CAMI is the US standard, JIS is Japanese
but the most common is FEPA, the European standard. That’s the P grade you will see on the back of sheet paper. It is based
on the number of abrasive particles deposited per square inch – done either by gravity or electrostatically. Electrostatic is preferred. Grit sizes start at P12 and go all the way up into the thousands but for woodturning purposes we will start at 60 and go
up through 80, 100, 120, 150, 180, 220, 320, 400, 600, 800 and up into extra fine micromesh, graded in thousands. Don’t skip
grits and make your next grit equal to or less than 150% of the grit you are currently using – eg 150 grit comes after 100 grit.
It is important to use the right abrasive for the right purpose as there are many abrasives for different uses. Aluminum
oxide is used for power sanding, Silicon carbide is normally used for metal or wet sanding and ceramic abrasives are durable and
remove material in a hurry. Backings can be either cloth, paper, foam or film. Some abrasives are stearated which means they
have a non-stick coating making them less prone to clogging. Other abrasives include Scotchbrite, Abranet and steel wool.
Sanding can either be done by hand or with power. The inertia sander has no power and uses the rotation of the
lathe. It is not aggressive and creates minimal dust. Needless to say it is pretty slow. Most woodturners power sand using a
drill or random orbit sander. If using a drill it must have a reversing function. Random orbit sanders can either be electric or
pneumatic although a pneumatic sander needs a large compressor to work efficiently. Metabo makes an electric random orbit
sander with a 3” pad which is ideal although a small palm sander can be used on the outside of a bowl or in spindle turning.

Most commonly in turning we use abrasive discs with either a cloth or film backing. They are designed to be attached
to a backing pad (figure 1) which comes in various sizes from 1”to 3” . The abrasive discs attach to the backing pad using hook
and loop (velcro), PSA (pressure sensitive adhesive) or PowerLoc. The hook and loop is the most common. Between the
backup pad and the disc you will want an innerface pad (figure 2) These protect the velcro on the expensive backup pad from
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being destroyed by excessive use. The innerface pads come in firm, medium or soft densities with the firm pad being used
for more coarse grits and the soft for finer grits. The firm pad stays on the backing pad and the medium and soft density
pads stack on top depending on the grit being used . There are also innerface pads available to fit the larger random orbit
palm sanders.

Backing Pad

Interface Pad

Sanding processes vary from turner to turner. I sand primarily with the lathe off using an electric drill and/or my
random orbit Metabo. I start with the lathe turning and 80 grit on the outside of the bowl to remove all the tool marks – I
do this by hand with a piece of sandpaper. I then stop the lathe and take out the sanding marks with the r/o sander working
up though the grits. Insides of the bowl are done a bit differently. With the lathe off, I use an 80 or 100 grit disc on my drill
and gradually remove all the tool marks. I then turn the lathe on to the slowest speed and with the drill revolving in the opposite direction to the lathe rotation, continue to sand with the disc I was using. When you think you have removed all
your tool marks, take a piece of 400 grit paper and run it around the bowl a few times. You will find many of those marks
that you thought you had removed. I then move up the grits reversing the direction of the lathe(and the drill) through to
120. Between grits be sure to wipe the surface of the wood with a clean rag so any grit particles don’t carry over. I then
stop the lathe and finish with the r/o sander. Alternatively you can continue with the drill and a slowly moving lathe, reversing each time until you have reached the grit desired.
Spindle sanding can be a little less complicated. You can either sand by hand with the lathe turning (and sanding
with the grain and the lathe stopped before progressing to the next grit) or use your palm sander with the lathe turning. The
drill can also be used.
When sanding keep your speed down and use a light pressure. Excess heat can destroy the velcro, burnish your
work and cause hairline cracks in end grain. Use lower speeds with the higher grits. Keep your sander moving. If the wood
is soft, sometimes a coat of sanding sealer will help. Use grits appropriate to the piece, a 1500 grit is fine for pens but a
waste of time on a functional salad bowl.
And don’t forget, good light is crucial to a good job and always, always , always wear some sort of dust protection.
No matter how good your dust collection system there are always very fine particles floating in the air. And finally, as the
saying goes, use sandpaper like someone else is paying for it – a fresh disc makes the job easier , gives a better finish and will
let you finish faster. It’s much more fun to be turning than sanding !

Some useful links:
vinceswoodnwonders.com
thesandingglove.com
woodchuckers.com
woodturnerscatalog.com
leevalley.com
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Shop Crawls - What and Why - Larry Stevenson

This past summer a few of our membership opened up their shops for our members to attend. Why do they do this
and why should you attend? I opened up my shop because of attending past shop crawls and knowing what I got out of
them. It may not seem obvious to you that you will walk away after attending one of these events with something that you
can implement into your own shop that will make your experience more enjoyable. Often the person that is opening up his
shop to the membership has something that he or she takes for granted that will enhance the attendee’s shop and may solve
an issue they have been having. I will give my own experience of attending a shop crawl at Art Liestman’s this past summer.
He purchased an item that I didn’t know existed and promptly ordered once I got home. Rockler Woodworking and Hardware supply a 4” or 2.5” hose that connects to your dust collection system that expands 7 times its original length. I purchased a 4 ft. and a 2 ft. hose as well as the accessories. So that means they expand to 28 ft. and 14 ft. When you do not
want to use them you can simply put your hand over the outlet and walk it back to the wall and hang them up and they are
out of the way. There is fittings so that they can quick connect to a piece of equipment and various wands so that you can
vacuum up that mess that we generate all over our shops. It has definitely assisted me in managing that mess. I was thrilled
to know that such a product existed. I am including some information here in the event that you are interested.
It slinks with ease around shop stands, power tools, and more - and always supplies the right amount of slack. Attach
it to your Dust Right® system and dust collector for a premium shop-cleaning setup that won't eat up floor-space! 4" in dia
m
e
t
e
r
.
Suggested Accessories for Enhanced Dust Collection and Organization:

• The unique Dust Right® Storage Rack helps compress our Dust Right® Expandable Hose for fast, neat, and space-saving
storage.
• With suction power on, simply place the Dust Right® Handle (connected to the hose) on the storage rack's platform. A
vacuum-effect condenses the hose, allowing you to easily store everything in a tidy 3-foot column.
• The Dust Right® Swivel Fitting releases tension and eliminates twists in 4" dust hose, providing greater mobility. A musthave for Dust Right® users and anyone looking for easier dust hose movement!
Here is the link, check it out!! I had my purchase shipped from Seattle to Point Roberts and wasn’t charged anything
at the border bringing it back.
http://www.rockler.com/dust-rightreg-expandable-hose-expandable-hose

Jim Johnson attended my shop crawl and noticed this thing that I made to hold onto chuck keys, wrenches and pencils right on my headstock. I didn’t think it was a big deal however it enhanced his shop and made a difference. And basically
that is what it is all about. The people opening their shops up are offering their experience and ways they have solved their
own issues to help you make this hobby be more enjoyable to everyone that attends. I know that you want a picture of that
little jig that I have to hold all those things but attend our next shop crawl and you can take a picture of it yourself. Make the
effort to attend these crawls otherwise they may simply vanish if attendance makes them not viable.
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Langley Arts Studio Tour - Ed Pretty
Every year throughout Langley a group of artists is assembled who wish to display their art for viewing and ultimately for
sale to the public. This year LAST - the Langley Art Studio Tour – included 43 artists in 25 locations throughout Langley. Individual
artists or small groups of two or more allowed the public into their home studio or residence to view their work. In some cases
artists demonstrate their art during the visits. Artists included a glass blower, potters, fabric artists, paint artists, jewelers, and woodturners. The vast majority are paint artists but there were only two woodturners; myself and a friend, Bob Gonzales, from the early
days of the Fraser Valley guild. I was the only woodturner demonstrating to the public.
By the consensus of our visitors, the most popular demonstrations were the glass blowing and our own woodturning. Both
of us recommended the other as the next place of interest if they had not already been there. I demonstrated 2 - 4 times each day
for two weekends to as few as one and as many as a dozen interested (and interesting) people. Those of you who know me well are
correct if they surmise that there was very possibly more talking than turning. Only a few kind-of-ugly bowl blanks were harmed in
the production of this event.
Sales were less than brisk and in fact only enough to cover expenses, however that was our expectation. Having been to
several “art in the park” exhibitions – this event being very similar – we have found this to be the norm. Typically folks are more
curious than anything and only in the market for something in the $25 range if they are buying at all. Most of our pieces were soonto-be gallery pieces, so a bit more than that. Those artists who produce smaller items in bulk often do quite well. Our expectation
has become one of educating the public – much like the Guild’s presentation at Brentwood each year – about woodturning and wood
as an art medium in general. In this sense, the event was an overwhelming success.
The most satisfying opportunity was our very first guest. He called the evening before the first day asking if we were wheel
chair accessible. We are not but I was able to employ my motorcycle lift to allow him to view my work in our home. His primary
interest was to learn how to turn wood and how he could adapt his own lathe to a sit-down lathe. The demonstration very quickly
evolved into a woodturning lesson and problem-solving session with respect to his handicap. It was very rewarding for me and something that will be on-going as he brings ideas that we developed together to completion.
My thanks to the Guild for the use of the safety shield and of course the insurance coverage for the event. A few folks took
guild brochures and a few “free meeting” cards. I believe it was a very good return for the guild as far as exposing the public to, and
educating them about, woodturning – one of our more important charter mandates.
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Art Liestman - Teapot - 3 x 5 - Maple Burl & Walnut

Bill Fowle - Bowl - 5 x 3 - WOP

Bill Fowle - Bowl - 6.5 x 1.5 - WOP

Bill Fowle - Bowl - 6 x 1.5 - Birch - Ink & WOP
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Charles Doiron - Lidded Vase - Birch & Maple - Clear Enamel

Charles Doiron - Maple - Not Finished

Charles Doiron - Vase - Holly & Maple - Clear Enamel

Charles Doiron - Vase - Maple & Walnut - Clear Enamel
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Dan Breck - First Bowls - 6 - Maple - Carnauba

Denis Houle - Salt & Pepper Mills with Napkin Holder - 2.5 x 9 - Maple
& Wenge - WOP

Ed Pretty - Lidded Box - 5.5 x 2 - Red Oak - Lacquer & Lime Wax Hammered Copper Lid

Ed Pretty - Lidded Box - 7 x 2 - Red Oak - Lacquer & Lime Wax Patinated Hammered Copper Lid

Jay Mapson - Bowl - 9.25 x 1.5 - Maple - 9 coats WOP
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John Spitters - Hollow Form - Detail

Ken Kimberley - Natural Edged Bowl - 8 x 4.5 - Maple Burl - Walnut Oil

John Spitters - Salad Bowl - 13 x 5.5 - Willow - WOP

Kent Lindsey - Bowl - 12.5 x 3.5 - Ponderosa PIne - Beall

Keith Ruttan - Bowl - 8 x 3 - Plum - WOP
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John Spitters - Hollow Form - 5.5 x 10 -

Larry Stevenson - Pet Urn - 3 5/8 x 8 -

Figured Maple - ColorFX Dyes & WOP -

Maple & African Blackwood - KTM-9 -

Embellished by Gloria Herberts

KD Collection

Larry Stevenson - Pet Urn - 4.25 x 9 -

Larry Stevenson - Pet Urn - 4 x 8 -

Maple & African Blackwood - KTM-9 & Dye -

Maple & African Blackwood -

KD Collection

KTM-9 - KD Collection
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Jay Mapson - Square Bowl - 6 x 1 - Maple Burl - 9 coats WOP

Jim Johnson - Hollow Form - 9.5 - Maple Burl - WOP

Jim Johnson - Nesting Bowls - 10.5 x 6 - Red Cedar Burl - Walnut Oil &
Bee's Wax

John Spitters - 2 Pepper Mills - 2.5 x 11 - Figured Maple - WOP
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Larry Stevenson - Pet Urn - 5.5 x 9.25 -

Larry Stevenson - Pet Urn - 5.5 x 6.5 -

Maple & African Blackwood -

Maple & African Blackwood

KTM-9 - KD Collection

KTM-9 - LS Collection

Larry Stevenson - Pet Urn - 5 5/8 x 7.5 -

Larry Stevenson - Pet Urn - 5.25 x 6.75 -

Maple & African Blackwood -

Fumed Acacia & African Blackwood -

KTM-9 - LS Collection

Walnut Oil - LS Collection
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Larry Stevenson - Pet Urn - 5.5 x 5 - Buckeye Burl KTM-9 - KD Collection

Larry Stevenson - Pet Urn - 5 x 7 Manitoba Maple & African Blackwood KTM 9 - LS Collection

Larry Stevenson - Pet Urn - 5 x 9 Maple & African Blackwood KTM-9 - KD Collection
Larry Stevenson - Pet Urn - 5 x 10 Maple & African Blackwood KTM-9 - KD Collection
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Larry Stevenson - Wedding Vase - Southwest Native Design - 4 3/4 x 6 3/8 - Acacia
Bleached & Sandblasted - Airbrush Acrylic & Krylon Matte

Maarten Meerman - Bowl with Spoon - 4.5 x 2 - Maple - Wax

Maarten Meerman - Wine Stopper - 1.5 x 2 - Bubinga - Turner's Polish

Robert Carlson - Candle Stick - 2.8 x 10 - Maple - Oil
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Maarten Meerman - Croquet - 1 cm x .5 mm - Birch - Felt Pen Finish

Maarten Meerman - Ice Bucket - 1-8 x 3-32 - Birch - Red Felt Pen
Finish
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Presidents Challenge

Dennis Houle - Hollow Form - 9.5 x 4 - Maple & Walnut - WOP

Gerry Vickers - Hole - 5 x 4

John Spitters - Hollow Form with Embellished Hole - 6.5 x 5 - Quilted
Maple - ColorFX Dye & WOP

Ken Kimberley - Bowl - 6.5 x 2.5 - Maple - WOP - Aw Nuts!
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Tom Byrom - Oil Candle

Maarten Meerman - Spade - 1-2 x 6 - Dogwood - Wax

Tom Byrom - Bowl - Maple - Clapham's - Mistake!

Marco Berera - Mouse & Cheese - 2 x 2 3/4 & 1 5/8 x 3 - Spalted Maple
& Cedar - Friction Polish
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Announcements
Focus on Fundamentals - Neva Hilliard
This year the focus will be on the bowl turning. We will demonstrate how to prepare your blank, the different ways of mounting the blank and the basic tools needed to turn a bowl. We will look at how to use
the different features of the wood to best advantage, talk about various shapes that are pleasing to the eye
and to touch. We will also have a session on sanding and finishes.
The session on October 22nd will be led by Gerry Vickers who will talk about preparing a blank and different ways of mounting.
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GVWG Officers, Appointees & Volunteers
President
Bill Fowle

Librarian
604.466.2150

Vice President
Bruce Campbell

604.463.0760

Food Chief
604.944.3028

Secretary
Bob Askew

Gerry Vickers

Marco Berera

604.274.7594

FOF Coordinator
604.535.6774

Neva Hilliard

604.462.9476

Treasurer
Ken Kimberley

604.536.2683

Turning 101
Gerry Vickers

604.463.0760

Members At Large
Tom Byrom

604.929.1766

Barry Wilkinson

604.466.2150

Claudia Hayward

604.462.7597

Des Wilson

604.936.2749

Olaf Lepper

604.307.6005

John Spitters

778.783.0098

Newsletter
Ron Hadar

778.881.2422
editor@gvwg.ca

Digital Photography
Bill Fowle

604.466.2150

Webmaster
Educational Coordinator

Steve Hansen

Steve Kent

604.937.0145

Larry Stevenson

604.940.9780

Bruce Campbell

604.944.3028

604.585.0638
webmaster@gvwg.ca

